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There is a trial where evidence found on a mobile
device is critical to its outcome. The prosecutors
call an expert witness to the stand, who testifies
that the evidence acquired from the mobile device
is forensically sound, and has not been tampered
with or altered. Hashes are provided that the
expert witness confirms are correct and were
used to verify the integrity of the evidence. The
defense then states, through an expert witness of
their own, that their acquisition of the mobile
device produced different hashes than those
provided by the prosecution.
Why are they
diff
different?
t? Which
Whi h is
i correct?
t? Can
C
an investigator
i
ti t
be trusted to answer these questions without the
support of the forensic tools to back up their
statements?
Up until recently, mobile forensic examiners were
g y of acquired
q
trusted to maintain the integrity
evidence on there own. The newest versions of
forensic software, specifically Paraben’s Device
Seizure
and
Susteen’s
SecureView,
have
implemented integrity protection mechanisms for
protecting acquired data.
•What is being hashed?
•When in the acquisition process are hashes computed?
•How are they computed?
•Where are the hashes stored?
•How are they used to maintain the integrity of the data?
•Are they successful?
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The goal of this paper is to verify the methods
implemented by Paraben’s Device Seizure and
Susteen’s SecureView to protect the integrity of
data obtained from mobile phones.
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The dynamic nature of mobile phone memory
causes hash inconsistencies in subsequent
acquisitions of the same phone. Identical hashes
from different model phones has also been
documented.
These erratic hash values are
believed to be a result of the proprietary
limitations of what can be acquired from a phone,
and constantly changing timestamps in phone
memory.
The forensics tools are expected to maintain the
integrity of collected evidence on a per
acquisition basis,
basis however the granularity in
which the hashing mechanisms are implemented
may need improvement.
Each type of data
object obtained from the phone provides a
unique fingerprint (ie. call logs, address book,
text messages), and standard methods of
integrity protection may be possible based on the
available
l bl data
d
f
from
the
h phone.
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